Better approaches to finding the needle in a haystack: optimizing proteome analysis through automation.
Recent evidence has demonstrated a lack of correlation between transcriptional profiles and actual protein levels in cells. Proteome analysis has therefore become indispensable and complementary to genomic analysis for an accurate picture of cellular metabolism. Although proteomics is a relatively young discipline, technology for increasing throughput in proteomic projects is rapidly being developed. The operating paradigm in proteome analysis today is a combination of two-dimensional (2-D) gel electrophoresis (for protein resolution) with mass spectrometry (for protein identification). All the intermediary steps in the procedure including gel staining, image analysis, protein spot excision, digestion and mass spectrometry can be automated to increase efficiency and save time. This report reviews the current state of the proteomics technology and discusses approaches to enhance the sensitivity of 2-D gels with fractionation techniques.